FADE IN:
INT. WALMART TYPE STORE
Scene opens with a man and woman standing in front of the
school supply section. Camera fades in over student's
shoulder seeing the two adults searching through rows of
packages of pencils.
MAN
Seriously?
WOMAN
(in a nearby row of pencils)
Seriously...
MAN
(getting a little aggravated)
Everyone needs number two pencils
Camera switches to look at student just shaking his head in
disbelief. His eyes gaze to the left where he quickly picks
up a package of the correct pencils.
A smirk develops on his face and he quickly races out of
view.
Camera returns to the MAN and WOMAN.
MAN
There are, like, 400 Number 2.5
pencils here.
WOMAN
There's a reason there's 400 of
these darn things. No one uses them
Student sweeps in front of the camera with a half full cart
of supplies.
MAN
Remember when life was a little
simpler and it was just about
crayons?
WOMAN
And finger paint. You just dipped
your hand into some color and went
nuts.
WOMAN acts out sweeping motion with her hand. Also acts as
if she's flinging paint at a piece of paper on the ground.
Student sweeps in from the opposite side of the screen with

an even bigger number of items in his cart.
WOMAN
Now it's all about graphic
calculators that can also translate
German
MAN
(continuing to dig through
rows of pencils)
And someone has to explain to me
what this Evernote thing is all
about.
Scene shifts to a big circular aisle display/container of
pencils. The WOMAN is in the background kneeling down. The
MAN has somehow dug deep into the display. You can only see
his legs. The STUDENT approaches.
STUDENT
Find them yet?
WOMAN
(Pops up into screen. Hair is
all disheveled. Somewhat
annoyed with the question)
Do you know how hard...
WOMAN realizes that the student has already found the
pencils along with everything else on the list.
Oh...

WOMAN
STUDENT gives a smile to the camera. In the background you
still see the MAN buried in this display. His hand shoots
up with a package of Number Two pencils in his hand.
MAN
Found them!
Infinity symbol graphic fades into screen.
V.O.
Infinite possibilities without the
embarrassing parents.
FADE OUT

